Text: John 4:1-42
Subject: The Lord at Jacob’s Well
Dole Notes: Volume: 6 Chapter: 139 Page: 47
Age Group: Junior, 9-11

basic supplies:
- glue
- markers
- paper
- paint

materials:
- white paper
- lemon juice
- thin paint brushes
- heat source (candle, light bulb)
- red paper, glue

Teacher preparation:
- find quotes from chapter (and elsewhere if desired) about living water
- make sample
- cut white paper 1/2" smaller around than red paper

procedure:
- write with lemon juice and brush on white paper a quote about water (this is to represent truth not yet conjoined with love) — it will be mostly invisible; illustrate if desired
- gently hold paper over heat source (being careful not to hold too close) and the letters will appear magically (this is to represent the conjoining of warmth ~ love ~ with truth to make it come alive)

notes:
- mount on red paper (red for love)

MUSIC: first songs: 8 (top)
Lori’s tape
Liturgy: 461; 444; 750 (top); 938 (top)